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ABSTRACT
The declining cost of computer hardware and the
increasing data processing needs of geographically
dispersed organizations have led to substantial interest
in distributed data management. These characteristics
have led to reconsider the design of centralized data
bases. Distributed databases have appeared as a result
of those considerations.
A number of advantages result from having duplicate
copies of data in a distributed databases. Some of the
se advantages are: increased data accesibility, more
responsive data access, higher reliability, and load
sharing.
These and other benefits must be balanced against
the additional cost and complexity introduced in doing
so. This thesis considers the problem of concurrency
control of multiple copy databases. Several synchroni
zation techniques are mentioned and a few algorithms
for concurrency control are evaluated and compared.
KEYWORDS: distributed database management systems,
transactions, concurrency control techniques, concu -
rrency control mechanisms, and distributed programming.
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Seldom dee? the generation cf information concentrate
cn a unique source, "any institutions, such as go,rernnents,
banks, airlines and chain stores are facing the problem of
having their valuablp information stored in computers which
are geographically dispersed and either connected via com
munication links cr not connected at all. This characteris
tic has led to the modification cf the conventional designs
of centralized architectures which then become distributed
architectures. Distributed architectures overcome the prob
lem outlined earlier and increase the reliability, accessi
bility, responsiveness end load sharing in the system. Thus
studies to facilitate the understanding cf this technology
are cf great help in the implementation of such systems.
The overall goal of the thesis is to study in detail
some aspects related to concurrency in distributed systems
and at the same time facilitate its understanding and
dev el opment .
Chapter 2 illustrates, by means of two typical exam
ples, the arcri tpctures cf a distributed database and the
sort of transactions which exist in a distributed environ
ment. Basic concepts like consistency, transaction, replica
tion and transparency are also included.
Chapter 3 defines and illustrates seme of the situa
tions, or problems, found in the management of concurrent
transactions in distributed databases. At the same time mere
basic concepts and terminology in this field are introduced.
Once these problems have been stated, the corresponding
characteristics cf the concurrency control mechanisms are
determined. These characteristics are classified as correct
ness, efficiency, reliability and generality.
Chapter 4 includes an introduction to concurrency con
trol and its synchronization techniques used in distributed
databases. It also includes a brief description, of some
recently proposed algorithms for concurrency control in dis
tributed databases.
Chapter 5 includes a summary of previous work related
to the evaluation cf synchronization mechanisms, and sets
fcrtr criteria used to compare these mechanisms. A qualita
tive and quantitative evaluation cf some cf the previously
^escribed algorithms is included.
F- Apericic Chap. 1 Concurrency in DDBMS
Chapter 6 includes an introduction on distributed program
ming. It also includes the code of three of the algorithms
studied in previous chapters. Due to the lack cf a
well-
known distributed programming language, psuedccode is used
to cede these algorithms. These algorithms are compared and
conclusions are drawn.
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CEAPTER 2
DESCRIPTION CJ TWO TYPICAL EXAMPLES OF DISTRIBUTED DATABASES
2-1. INTRODUCTION
This chapter illustrates, by means of two examples, the
architectures cf a distributed database (DDE) and the sort
of transactions which may exist in a DDB .
2.2. EASIC CONCEPTS
A database, in general, may be seen as a set cf data
and a database management system (DBMS . The DBMS is formed
by modules that handle, among other functions, the user
interaction, consistency control, reliability, concurrency,
and data protection.
A distributed database has more elements in its archi
tecture. There are data and DBMSs (these may be different)
in varicus machines (nodes) which should be able to
cooperate. Each computer has a processing capability and
data storage capacities. Furthermore, each node may imple
ment whatever data management and transaction management
system it wants to. The varicus computers are connected by
communications lints, and it is normal for these links to
operate at a relatively low speed.
The data, dispersed on various machines, may be totally
replicated, partially replicated, cr partitioned (no repli
cation at all . A number of advantages can result from keep
ing duplicate databases. Seme cf these advantages are
[TH0y79] :
(1) Increased lata accessibility as the data may be accessed
even when seme of the ncdes where it is stored have
failed, as long as at least one of the sites is opera
tional,
(2 Mere responsive data access? database queries initiated
at nodes where the data are stored can be satisfied
directly, and
(3) Lead sharing as the computational load cf responding to
queries car. be distributed am.cr.g a number of database
sites rather than centralized at a single site.
If all the data reside at the same node, the system is
called centralized.
User interaction with the database is dene through
application programs (containing transactions), which com
municate with the DBMSs. A transaction is a unit cf work
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which takes the database from a consistent state to another
consistent state (EORRgl, DATES3] . Transactions are formed
by sequences cf atomic actions. Transactions are an all cr
nothing thing, either they happen completely or all trace of
them, (except in the leg) is erased [GRAY7S] . Transactions
preserve consistency. If sorre action cf a transaction fails
then the entire transaction is undone
"
thereby returning
the data base tc a consistent state. Thus transactions are
also the units of recovery [GPAY76] . A transaction shculd
have ways to indicate the beginning of it and the successful
or unsuccessful termination cf it.




EXTRACT ACCCUNT_NUMBFR, DELTA, TELLFR,
EPANCH FROM MESSAGE ?
BIND ACCOUNT (ACCOUNT NUMBER) IN DATABASE :
IF NOT FOUND j ACCOUNT BALANCE + DELTA < 0
THEN PUT NEGATIVE FESPCNSE 5
ELSE DO ;
ACCOUNT_EAIANCF = ACCCUNT_BALANCF + DELTA ;
CASH_LPAWER( TELLER) = CASH_DPAVER ( TELLER ) ^DFLTA ,
BRANCH_BALANCF(EPANCH) = BRANCH_BALANCE ( BRANCH )
+ DELTA J
PUT r-ESSAGE ('NF* BALANCE ACCOUNT BALANCE) ;
END ;
COMMIT ;
Transactions can be classified as follows :
- Simple r takes in a single message, dees something, and
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then produces a single message.
Conversational : sends and receives several asynchronous
messages, and is likely to last several minutes (while the
user thinks and types) and hence poses special resource
management problems. Conversational transactions carry on
a dialogue with the user.
Batch : in general is net on-line and usually performs
thousands of data management calls before terminating.
Distributed : accesses data or terminals at several nodes
of a computer network. It is a transaction but has
instances (called transaction incarnations in [MENA79] ) in
sevpral nodes. All the instances cooperate in the Fxecu-
tion of the transaction.
Read-Only : reads data from the database and has no write
action?. Read-Only transactions are also known as
Queries .
local : does work in the ncde where it was generated.
Lccal read-only transactions are called Insular Queries in
[GAKC82a]
Update : updates the contents of the database.
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2.3. BANK DATABASE
A bank is a financial organization, which du.e tc the
nature of its business, is bound to have a DDE to insure its
customers receive good service and to reduce its operating
costs. 'BANK OF TE CITY", a hypothetical bank, includes a.
main office downtown and subsidiary branches spread
throughout the suburbs. The bank has a DDE which is
comprised of the files of its branches. Each node on the
network is a branch bark (Figure 2.1).
The database is distributed as follows :
- Main Office Dcwntcwn : contains files of checking accounts
opened at Dcwntcwn, R.I.T. , Scuthtown , and Pittsford.
- R.I.T. Branch : contains files cf checking accounts opened
at R.I.T. and Scuthtown.
- Scuthtown Branch : contains files of checking accounts
opened at Southtcwn and R.I.T.
- Pittsford Branch : contains files of checking accounts
opened at Pittsford and Scuthtown.
E.Aparicio Chap. 2 Concurrency in DDf'MS
BANK DATABASE (Fartial Replication)








































































1. Checking Accounts Downtown ( DT )
2. Cheesing Accounts R.I.T. (Rl!
3. Checking Accounts Scuthtown (ST)
4. Checking Accounts Pittsford (PF
Eig. 2.1 Bank Database (Partial replication)
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Each node contains the above information, as well as
the total assets from the branches cn which it maintains
files. This distribution is partially replicated and is
shewn in figures 2.2 , 2.3 , 2.4 , and 2.5.
Main Office Downtown
ACCOUNTS
+ f r +
ASSETS
BRANCH ! ACCOUNT IBALANCE
Downtown ll-15-DT 1 500?
Dcwntcwn j 1-16-DT ! 6000
Downtown ll-17-DT ! 3020
R.I.T. 12-15-RI i 3000
R.I.T. 12-ie-Ri j 2000
R.I.T. 12-17-RI ! 1000
Sout htown ,3-15-ST | 3500
South town 13-16-ST ! 2500
Scuthtcwn 13-17-ST ! 3000
Pittsford 14-15-PF ! 10000
Pittsford I4-16-PF ! 1000












+ + + +
+ --
Figure 2.2 Data Base Downtown


































Figure 2.3 Data Ease Pittsford.
The total cf each branch implies the first consistency
constraint in the database; The sum cf a branch account's
balances is equal to the sum of the branch's assets. Other
constraints are : the balance of an account must not be
F.I.T. EEANCH
ACCOUNTS ASSETS

















Figure 2.4 Data Base R.I.T.

























Figure 2.5 Data Ease Southtown.
negative , and two accounts can not have the same identifi
cation number.
We say that a DDB is consistent (cr is in a consistent
state if all the consistency constraints are satisfied by
the data values [GARCS2a] . This control is done automati
cally by the consistency subsystem of the DBMS.
Under this architecture, a user may interact with the
data base by means of different classes of transactions.
LOCAL TRANSACTIONS
Local transactions refer to transactions which work on data
existent on the node where they were generated.
Example :
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At the Scuthtcwr branch, a user whose account is 3-15-ST
wants to know his balance.
Call_transaction : INQ_EALANCE (3-15-ST)
TRANSACTION : INO_EALANCE (ACCT#
FIND ACCOUNT (ACCT#) IN DATABASE J
IF NOT FOIND
TEEN PUT NEGATIVE RESPONSE J
ELSE DO J
PUT MESSAGE ('EALANCE = 'ACCOUNT_EALA.NCE ) ;
COMMIT ;
DISTRIBUTED TRANSACTIONS
Distributed transactions refer to transactions which involve
data stored in various nodes.
Following the above example the user deposits $ 1000.
Call_ transaction : DEPOSIT (3-15-ST , 1020
TRANSACTION : DEPOSIT (ACCTfl , VALUE)
FIND ACCOUNT (ACCT# IN DATABASE ;
IF NOT
FOUND-
TEEN PUT NEGATIVE BESPONSE ;
EISE DO ;
ACCOUNT BALANCE - ACCCUNT_BA1ANCE
+ VALUE ;
PUT MESSAGE ('BALANCE ACCOUNT_BALANCE i
COMMIT ;
This transaction is distributed because it has to update the
files of the Downtown , R.I.T. , and Southtown branches in
order to preserve the consistency of the database.
F.Aparicio Chap. 2 Concurrency in. DDP^S
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2.4. INVENTORY DATABASE
A chain store with warehouses in several localities
(cities, counties ,etc.) is another example used tc illus
trate a DDE. The ACME Company sells furniture, and stores
its goods in warehouses in three different cities :
Another typical transactions are :
Call_transacticn : OPEN ( R.I.T. , 2-20-RI , 3500 )
TRANSACTION : OPEN ( BRANCH , ACCT# , BALANCE
FIND ACCOUNT ( ACCT# ) IN DATABASE J
IF FOUND
THEN PUT NEGATIVE RESPONSE J
ELSE DO ?
WRITE ACCOUNT ( EEANCE ,ACCT# .BALANCE) ;
COMMIT ;
Call transaction : FUND TEAKS I ( 2-15-RI ,3-17-ST ,500 )
TRANSACTION : FUND TRANSF ( ACCT'l ,ACCT2 , VALUE
FIND ACCOUNT (ACCTl) IN DATABASE ;
IF NOT FOUND
THEN PUT NEGATIVE RESPONSE J
EISE DC ;
FIND ACCOUNT (ACCT2) IN DATABASE J
IF NOT FOUND
THEN PUT NEGATIVE RESPONSE !
ELSE DC ?
ACCOUNT_BAIANCE (ACCTl = ACCOUNT_BALANCE (ACCTl
- VALUE ;
ACCCUNT_EALANCE (ACCT2) = ACCOUNT_BALANCE (ACCT2)
+ VALUE ;
LFDATE ACCOUNT ( ACCTl ) ',
UPDATE ACCOUNT ( ACCT2 ) \
COMMIT ;
E.Aparicio Chap. 2 Concurrency in DDIMS
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Rochester, Buffalo i and Syracuse. Each node of the network
is represented by a city (Figure 2.6).
The database has the following distribution for each
node :
- Rochester Node : articles stored in warehouses in Roches
ter, Buffalo, and Syracuse.
- Buffalo Node : articles stored in warehouses in Rochester,
Euffalc, and Syracuse.
- Syracuse Node : articles stored in warehouses in Roches
ter, Buffalo, and Syracuse-
This kind cf distribution, where every node has a copy of
the whole database, is called total replication.
Each node moreover, maintains the total distribution, cf
articles for every line of furniture as is shown, in figure
2.7.
F. Aparicic Chap. 2 Concurrency in DDEMS
INVENTORY DATABASE (Total Replication)
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1. Articles stored in Rochester.
2. Articles stored in Buffalo.
3. Articles stored in Syracuse.
Figure 2.6 Inventory Database.




















































Seme typical transactions in this application are :
INQUIRY :
TRANSACTION : INQ AMOUNT J
READ AMOUNT CI CHAIRS IN ROCHESTER J
READ UNIT VALUE OF SOFAS IN SYRACUSE ;
END TRANSACTION
UPDATE :
TRANSACTION : UPD_AMOUNT ;
READ AMOUNT OF SOFAS IN SYRACUSE J
AMOUNT = AMOUNT - 100 J
END TRANSACTION J
TRANSEER
TFANSACTION : TRANSE ARTICLES ;
READ AMOUNT OF CHAIRS IN ROCHESTER
AMOUNT = AMOUNT
- 85 J
READ AMOUNT OE CHAIRS IN EUFFALO
'
AMOUNT = AMOUNT + S5 5
END TRANSACTION J
F.Aparicic Chap . 2 Concurrency in DD1M
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SET UPDATE :
TRANSACTION : UPD PRICES J
INCREASE BY 10% UNIT VALUE OF CHAIRS
AT ALL LOCATIONS J
END TRANSACTION ;
With these examples of banks and inventories, we tried
to sho*/ the external form of a DDE in two specific applica
tions. By means cf the typical transactions shown, we shewed
how the location and replication of data, as well as the
necessary messages to completely execute a transaction, are
transparent to the user.
Transactions should provide the programmer with the
following types of transparencies :
- Location Transparency. Location transparency means that
users and user programs should not need to knew the site
location of any particular data item [DATA83] .
- Replication Transparency. Replication transparency means
that all details of locating data and maintaining replicas
up-to-date shculd be handled by the system, not by the
user [DATE83] .
-
Concurrency Transparency. Concurrency transparency means
that a user has the illusion that it is executing alcne-
The system must protect each user from the ethers.
- Failure Transparency. Failure transparency means that the
F.Apa rici Jhap 9 Concurrency in DDL^S
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system should free users from taking precautions against
failures .
Together, location transparency and replication tran
sparency imply that (ideally) a distributed system should
look like a centralized system to the user [D.ATF53] .
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CHAPTER 3
CONCURRENCY IN DISTRIBUTED DATABASES
3.1. INTRODUCTION
This secticn defines and illustrates seme cf the situa
tions (or problems found in the management of concurrent
transactions in DDEs. These findings resulted from maintain
ing the transparency to the user and making efficient and
reliable the interaction with the database. The examples
presented in chapter 2 are utilized to illustrate the prob
lems found. Once these problems have been stated, the
corresponding characteristics of the concurrency control
mechanisms can be determined.
3.2. PFOELEMS IN THE PROCESSING OF CONCURRENT TRANSACr
TIQNS
There are many advantages inherent in replicated data
bases such as improved performance, increased data accessi
bility, and lead sharing. Studies have been undertaken to
solve the problems associated with these advantages. Some of
the problems are : synchronization of concurrent updates to
the database, maintenance of the consistency of the data
base, recovery after failures , where to put th.p data, hew
20
many copies to make, ana where to do the query processing..
The database cf a bank application is an illustrative case
(situation illustrated in chapter 2).
'"BANK OF TEE
CITY"
has branches in several areas cf the
city and each branch keeps a file of its own accounts as
well as files of the accounts of ether branches. Determin
ing the number cf copies and the sites at which to place
them, are not cf interest now. A typical bank requires
transactions, such, as Fund Transfer, Balance Inquiry, Depo
sit, Withdrawal, etc. In order to fulfill these transactions
concurrently, a control mechanism is required to avoid prob
lems such as violation of internal consistency
[KANF79,THCM78] , violation of mutual consistency
[KANE79,THCM79] . and deadlock [UATE83 ,ULLMP3] .
A schedule S of a set of transactions Tl,T2,...,Tn
represents a particular order in which the actions of the
transactions were performed in the system [GARC32a] . A
schedule is also a sequence of actions. The simplest
schedules run all actions of one transaction ard then all
actions of another transaction. Such
one-transacticn-at-a-
time schedules are called serial
'
because they have no con
currency among transactions [GRAY78] . Clearly a serial
schedule does net induce inconsistency because every tran
saction is assumed to be individually correct; that is, each
F.Aparicic Chap. 3 Concurrency in DDRMS
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transaction preserves the integrity of the database if exe
cuted in isolation. A schedule is
"serializable"
if its
effect is equivalent to that of seme serial schedule.
Let us see an example : The following two transactions
come to the Downtown branch. Recall from figure 2.2 that
the balance of the account 1-15-DT is $5000 and the balance
of the account 4-16--PS is $1000.
Tl : EUND_TRANSFER
Til READ BALANCE (ACCOUNT = 1-15-DT);
T12 BALANCE = EA.LANCE - 100 ?
T13 READ BALANCE (ACCOUNT = 4-16-PF J
T14 BALANCE = EAIANCE + 100 ;
END Tl
T2 : DEPOSIT
T21 READ BALANCE (ACCOUNT = 4-16-PF) ;
T22 BALANCE = EAIANCE + 3000 J
END T2
If we allowed any interleaved execution order for the
actions of the transactions to take place, we wculd get dif
ferent results; therefore, serious problems of database con
sistency could result. In the last example, if the schedule
were Til ,T12,T13 ,T21 ,T14 ,T22 , then the balance cf the
account 4-16-PE wculd be $ 4000- However, if the schedule
were Til ,T12 ,T13 ,T21 ,T22 ,T14 , then, the balance
c<~
the
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account 4-16-PF wculd be $ 1100. The true balance cf the
account 4-16-PF should be $ 4100. This discrepancy violates
the internal consistency constraint due to the less cf an
update [DATE83J . The balance of the account 1-15-DT is S
4900, which is independently correct of the schedule exe
cuted .
It should be noted that temporary inconsistency
[ESWA76] is inherent in all sequential computations, and for
this reason consistency requirements cannot generally be
enforced before the end of the transaction (when the tran
saction commits .
There may be problems in maintaining the mutual con
sistency [KANE79 ,THQM73] , because when updating an account,
the effect must be propagated to all the copies of the
account (if a copy of the account is kept at several
branches . Taking the last example, we can see that if the
schedule followed by the Downtown branch were different to
that used by the Pittsford branch, the final balance cf the
account 4-16-FF would be different at both branches.
Maintenance cf mutual consistency therefore, requires all
sites to make the same decision for concurrently initiated
conflicting updates [THCM79] . The inherent delays in com
munication networks make it extremely difficult for all the
copies tc be equal at any instant; however. they must
F .Arai i^ic :hap. Concurrency in DDEMS
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converge to the same state and be identical when the update
process ceases.
These concurrency anomalies are very difficult to
understand and guard against. Most transaction management
systems therefore, hide concurrency from users by implement
ing techniques such as Locks, Timestamps, Circulating Per
mits and Tickets, Conflict Analysis, and Reservations
[KCHLSl] . These mechanisms solve pert cf the problem, but
new problems arise like DEAD-LOCK, LIVE-LOCK and Overhead.
Intuitively we see that in order to preserve the con
sistency, some actions should wait for ethers to be dene;
thereby making sure that the transactions do not see
obsolete data. This wait causes a delay and may cause a
mutual block (deadlock) in the execution of transactions. To
illustrate this case let us take a typical transaction.
(Figure 3.1)
If the generated schedule for Tl and T2 is
T11,T12,T21,T22,T13,T14,T23, T24, we can see in figure 3.2
when the deadlock occurs. The transaction Tl, in order to
read and update the account 1-15-DT, locks it to avoid that
other transactions see it before it is updated. The transac
tion T2 dees the same operation for the seme reason Tl did.
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FUND_TRANSFER
Tl : IUNE_TRASNF_1
Til READ BALANCE (ACCOUNT = 1-15-DT) ;
T12 EALANCE = BALANCE - 100 :
T13 READ BALANCE (ACCOUNT = 1-17-DT ;
T14 EALANCE = EALANCE + 100 ;
END Tl
T2 : IUMD_TRANSF_2
T21 READ BALANCE (ACCOUNT = 1-17-DT) ;
T22 BALANCE = BALANCE - 50 J
T23 READ BALANCE (ACCOUNT = 1-15-DT ;
T24 BALANCE = EALANCE + 50 J
END T2
Figure 3.1. Fund Transfers.
Now, when Tl and T2 try to execute their last actions, they
fine cut that they can not lock the items needed. As a
result, Tl is waiting for T2 to release a lock cn an item it
needs, and T2 is waiting for Tl to release a lock on an item
it needs. If this situation is net detected, Tl and T2 may
remain waiting forever.
A deadlock may occur at a local level, a branch, or at
a global level, involving several branches [GRAY78] . Menasce
and Muntz [MENA79] consider that there are three approaches
to the treatment of deadlocks : deadlock avoidance, deadlock





















Figure 3.2 Deadlock Cccurs at Time t6.
prevention and, deadlock detection and resolution.; however,
many authors [RYPK79, DATE83 ,ULLM63 , BERN81] consider
deadlock avoidance and deadlock prevention to be only one
approach. Some cf the techniques used in deadlock prevention
and avoidance are: (1 to require that all the resources be
acquired at once by a transaction, (2) to look ahead at what
is going tc happen should the lock be granted, and net
honoring the lock if it is going to cause a deadlock, (3 tc
assign an arbitrary linear order tc the resources and
require all transactions to request locks in this order, 4)
to use timestemps. In using timestamps no data is e^er
leckea, thus deadlock is impossible. The secor.d approach tc
E.A pa ricic Chap. 3 Concurrency i:, DDF^S
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handling deadlocks is to do nothing tc prevent them, and to
use methcds tc find them after they have occurred (see
[BERN81] for details about methods for deadlock detection .
Breaking or resolving a deadlock consists of choosing a
"victim"
-that is, one cf the locked
transactions-
and rol
ling it back [DATE63] . The system must guarantee that a
transaction that is put on wait, will eventually come out of
the wait state. When a transaction waits forever tc have a
lock honored, it is known as Live-Lock.
For the benefit of the users, the DEMS should provide
consistent views of the data during failure (reliability
[CEOU80a,MENA80a] , as well as maintain the database con
sistent when the failure is fixed and normal operation is
resumed. For example, in the network cf "BANK CF THE
CITY"
communications between the Pittsford branch and the rest of
the branches are broken temporarily, causing the partition
of the network. Should a partition happen, the system should
be able tc keep executing transactions, gracefully degraded
though [CHCU80a,MENAS0a] . This situation may lead tc the
following undesirable case. If the Fittsfcrd branch were to
be disconnected from the network, clients having accounts at
the Pittsford branch could cheat the ban* in the following
way : by going to Pittsford, withdrawing all the money, then
going Downtown, and doing the same. As a result, the client
will double his money. When communications are restored, the
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system will try tc propagate the updates out the client will
be gone.
Network partition is one of the worst disasters that
can befall a distributed data base system. Most concurrency
systems depend upon prompt message passing to maintain locks
or voting. Thus if a network becomes partitioned, the
independent groups could continue running and build con
flicting versions of the database [CHIL82] . The system
designer must decide how the system, will operate after a
partition has occurred, in order tc return the database to a
consistent state after the partitions merge. If necessary
inconsistencies will be corrected. He or she has three basic
alternatives [GARC82bJ :
(1) Allow each group cf nodes to process new transactions,
(2 Allow at most one grcup to process transactions, and
(3) Halt all transaction processing until the system is
united again.
Not only should these problems be solved by the con
currency ccntrcl mechanism, but also the solutions should
take place without incurring, highly ^cmplcx programs.
excessive use cf resources (overhead [B.ADA -0] ) , delays and a
high volume of messages (efficiency [KANE79 , 5ERN73a .
BAEA801 ) . A good concurrency ccntrcl mechanism must scive
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these problems as well as others presented
in"
more complex
applications. Such a mechanism should have four important
characteristics: it must be correct, efficient, reliable,
and general (it is obvious that the election of a mechanism
for a specific application depends upon the needs and the
environment where it is going to be implemented).
An application may have its data distributed in any one
of the following forms: fully replicated, partially repli
cated cr non replicated. Non replication implies a great
simplification cf the concurrency proDlem, but the DDE loses
some cf its main attractions such as reliability and availa
bility. On the other hand, full replication may be ineffi
cient depending on the size of the database and the fre
quency of its use. Furthermore, redundant updating can be
costly because it may potentially involve extensive inter
computer communication overhead in order to lock all copies
of data being updated. Algorithms to handle specific dis
tributions have been proposed, but they lack generality
causing the reduction of their applicability. Unlitre
specific case algorithms, algorithms which handle partial
replication are more general, but their complexity is far
greater. Full and null replication can be treated as special
cases of partial replication, allowing partial replication
algorithms to cover all cases.




CHARACTERISTICS OF A GOOD CONCURRENCY CONTROL MECHAN
ISM
This section defines the characteristics of a good
algorithm. These characteristics are correctness, effi
ciency, reliability and generality.
3.3.1. CORRECTNESS
Since concurrency control is the most important part of
a DDB^S, we should be sure that the algorithms developed tc
implement it are correct. These algorithms are usually com
plex, hard tc understand, and difficult to prove correct
(indeed, many are incorrect) [BEENSlJ . An algorithm works
correctly as long as it meets the following requirements :
- Preserves Internal Consistency.
The net effect of executing several transactions con
currently should be equivalent tc the effect cf executing
them in seme order, but serially [MENA.73 ,BERN79a , ESWA75,
IAM?78,EAYEe0b] . S eria lizebi li ty is the formal criterion
for correct execution of a set of concurrent transactions
[DATE83] . It is based on the assumption that each user
transaction will preserve database consistency if it runs
a tomically .
- Preserves Mutual Consistency.
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All the copies of the database must converge to the same
state and must be identical when the update process ceases
[LAMF79,MENA80b,THOM78] . Two kinds cf mutual consistency
are distinguished [wILM80>]: (1 strong mutual consistency:
Eetween two updates, all copies belonging to running sites
have the same version of the database, and (2 weak mutual
consistency: Different sites may possess different ver
sions at a given time.
- Deadlock Free.
The avoidance of a transaction waiting forever tc be exe
cuted due to a deadlock. It should detect and solve or
prevent local deadlock and global deadlock [3RAY78,
M,ENA79,BERN79aJ .
- Avoids Critical Blocking.
All the transactions should be executed cr rejected in a
finite time [EILI77b,FRN80b] .
3 * ? EFFICIENCY
Eecause the concurrency control mechanism is heavily
used in a distributed environment, its efficiency plays an
important role in the overall performance of a DEEMS. Some
of the features that increase efficiency are:
- Distinguish Type of Transaction.
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Different types of transactions need different levels cf
synchronization. Some transactions only need local locking
on a site by site basis [?ERN7] and others do not require
synchronization at all [EERNSZb] . Having many types of
algorithms avoids the overhead incurred by using complex
general type algorithms. Read-only transactions could be
processed with general transaction processing algorithms,
but in many cases it is more efficient to process read
only transactions with special algorithms whi^h take
advantage of the knowledge that the transaction only reads
[GARC82aJ . When the transaction is local, the algorithm
should only use the local copy [5TON76,GIFF79,BERN80b] .
- More Work in Heavily Loaded Sites.
The algorithm may have a mechanism to execute mere tran
sactions issued from a heavily leaded site than, from a
lightly loaded site. In ether words, it should avoid
bottlenecks [CFOUEPa, GIFF79 ,LE-L78] .
- Good Performance [CHOU80].
A high number of transactions executed per time unit and
low delay.
- Nc Rejection cf Transactions.
Rejection cf a transaction causes resubmission cf the
transaction at a later time and this ircreases inter-ncde
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communication traffic and delay [CHCU?0a ,LE-L78] .
- Low Message Traffic.
A small number cf messages should be required for syn
chronization and recovery.
- Incur molest computational and storage overhead in the
system[KCHL8l] .
- Good Response Time [BADA80] .
The time required to process a transaction should, be as
short as possible. The mechanism should perform satisfac
torily in a network environment with significant communi
cation delay [KCHL81] .
- Independence from Transmission Speed [ELLI77b] .
Speed independence allcws a solution to be generally
applicable tc a variety of networks.
Low Requirement of Storage for Synchronization and
Recovery .
Nodes usually keep information about updates which they
have already performed, and maintain lock tables, cata
logs, etc. in order to facilitate synchronization and
recovery.
- Response time should be independent cf the number of nodes
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in the network.
- High Level cf Parallelism.
The algorithm should accomplish a high level cf con
currency in a node and between nodes [ELLI77b .ROTHE0J . In
a node, there may be intra transaction and inten transac
tion parallelism [WILM80]. Internal parallel procpssing
for a given transaction requires the possibility of run
ning simultaneously different processes dedicated tc the
same transaction [GPAY81] .
3.3.3- RELIABILITY
Once an enterprise is committed to a computer system,
it is heavily dependent on the system's ability tc ~cpe with.
failure. No mechanism yet developed can achieve 100 percent
resiliency [EERN79aj . The degree of resiliency that can be
attained depends on hew much we like tc pay.
- Robustness. The system should make a
"best-effort"
to con
tinue service in the event that perfect service cannot be
supported [AISB76aJ .
a) Robustness in the face cf crashes of any participating
site , as well as cemmunicati cn failures [MENA80a.
C50U?irjal . The remaining live sites
should
remain con
sistent [SHAP78] , and the procedures by which this is done
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must net force protocols tc wait for failed sites to
recover before they can safely proceed [EERN80bJ .
b Robustness in the face cf simultaneous failure of two
or mere participating sites [TH0M79,MENA79,GIFF79.
DATE83] .
c) Continued local operation in the face of network parti
tioning [MENA80aJ . Network partitions cause serious prob
lems because it is not possible for sites to coordinate in
order to ensure correct update synchronization [FAMM78] .
The algorithm should operate correctly when the network is
partitioned, and each partition should be able to continue
with local work.
-
Recovery of a Crashed Site.
The algorithm must include a recovery mechanism which must
ensure the consistency cf the database when a crashed site
becomes operational. During the recovery process, the
remaining nodes should be able to work.
- Reconnecticn cf Partitions.
When a partition is fixed and the network reconnected, the
database must return tc a consistent state.
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" '3.4. GENERAIITY
Generality is a property which an algorithm should have
because it broadens the applicability of the algorithm in
different situations arising in the life of a system. A gen
eral algorithm should have as many of the following charac
teristics as possible:
- Acceptance of Predicate Locks.
The locking mechanism should be able to handle the locking
cf a set of all entities (items) with a certain value
[ESWA76 ,MENA80a] , for example all accounts where branch
Fittsf crd.
- Support of temporary extra copies (replication without
affecting the performance cf the algorithm [GIFF79] .
- Possibility of adding new nodes [BERN78] .
As the database grows in size or usage, new nodes may be
added. This addition should be possible without major ser
vice disruption.
- Possibility of applying the algorithm in the case cf mul









Indifference to the topology of the network [KANE79,
ST0N79] .






- Few restrictions with respect to protocols of the network
itself.
It should place few constraints on the structure cf the
transactions [KCEL81] .
-
Acceptance of all types of transactions without violation
of consistency.
- Homogeneity.
The notion cf homogeneity means that the database managers
at all nodes perform the same control algorithms, although
the nodes may have entirely different computer systems.
This property lends a bit of symmetry and elegance tc
solutions, allows verification to proceed by viewing the
control program of a single node, and leads tc formal
proofs of correctness of arbitrarily large networks by
induction cn the number cf nodes in the network rEILI77b] .
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Besides the characteristics aforementioned, a good
algorithm should be easy to understand and easy tc imple
ment. In order to get this, it is required that the metho
dology used tc explain the algorithm be understandable.
All the characteristics previously mentioned will form
the main parameters of the analysis to be dene in later
chapters. It should be noted, that it is extremely difficult
to find algorithms which meet all the characteristics men
tioned because it is necessary to sacrifice some qualities
for the sake of others. Properties of minimal message
transfer, clarity of solution, elegance cf solution, maximal
parallelism, practicality, and generality often conflict
with each ether [ELLI77b]. Fcr example, getting a good
recovery mechanism may increase the storage requirements and
increase the cost cf communication.
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CONCURRENCY CONTROL IN DISTRIBUTED DATABASE SYSTEMS
4.1-
Concurrency control is the activity of coordinating
concurrent accesses tc data in a multiuser DBMS. Concurrency
control permits users to access concurrently a database
while preserving the illusion that each user is executing
alone. The main difficulty in achieving this transparency is
preventing work dene by a user from interfering with tvat
done by another in a way that wculd cause inconsistent
results or an erroneous database state to occur.
The concurrency control problem is increased in a dis
tributed DBMS (DDBMS because (1 users access data stored
in different computers, and (2) a concurrency ccntrcl
mechanism at cne computer is not instantaneously aware of
the activities at the other computers.
Concurrency control has been actively investigated for
several years, and the
problem for centralized DBMSs is well
understood. Distributed concurrency, by contrast, is in a
state of turbulence. Mere than 20 concurrency ccntrcl algo
rithms have been proposed for DDB^Ss , during the last 6
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years, and several have been, or are being, implemented.
These algorithms are usually complex, hard tc understand,
and difficult tc prcve correct. (paraphrased from [EERI\?l])
Different authors have proposed varicus classi fice ticns
for these algorithms. Kchler [KCHL81] divides the algo
rithms into five major categories according tc their main
feature: locking, timestamps, circulating permit and tick
ets, conflict analysis, and reservations. Eventccunt is
another synchronization technique, which works in a similar
way to that of timestamps. In [ELLI77b] eventcounts serve
the purpose of timestamps. Fernstein and Goodman [EERNSl]
divide the synchronization techniques into the following:
two-phase locking based and timestamp ordering based. They
list 45 different concurrency control methods that can be
constructed using the two techniques aforementioned. Another
division proposed by several authors is based cn the cont rel
disciplines they utilize; centralized or distributed. One
class of mechanisms involves seme form cf centralized con
trol whereby all update requests pass through a single cen
tral point. At this point the requests can. be validated and
then distributed to the various nodes for appliraticn tc the
local copies. A second, fundamentally different class, embo
dies distributed control. The validation and application
cr
requests is distributed among the collection of nodes in. tne
( paraphrased from [TR0M76] ]
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4.2. SYNCHRONIZATION TECRNIOUFS
The most commonly used synchronization techniques are:
locking, timestamps, conflict analysis, circulating permit
and tickets, and reservations.
LOCKING
Most solutions tc the access synchronization problem
are based on some explicit or implicit locking scheme
[ESWA76,GRAY78] . A transaction may lock items tc ensure that
nobody else has access to them while in a temporary incon
sistent state. A lock operation is divided into three
actions: request, grant, and release. When a transaction is
granted a lock, it gets exclusive access tc the item until
the leek is released. The two-phase locking protocol
requires that a transaction first acquire all the lccks and
then release them. In other words, a release lock cannot
precede a request lock in a transaction. The problems with.
locks are the possibility of deadlock and the amount cf mes
sage traffic it generates. The main difference between, the
use cf locking in operating systems concurrency contrcl ana
in database concurrency control is that in database con
currency control the main concern, is to
avci^ incorrect com
pletions [PAPA81] . The popularity of locking is prcrably due
tc its conceptual simplicity. It has been observed however.
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that more sophisticated techniques may yield a higher degree
of parallelism than locking, and therefore yield better per
formance [PAP.A81] .
TIMESTAMFS
A timestamp is a unique number which is assigned tc a
transaction or object and is chosen from a monotonically
increasing sequence. It is often a function of the time cf
the day [K0HIS1] . locking synchronizes the schedule of a
set of transactions in such a way that it is equivalent tc
some serial execution of those transactions, whereas
times-
tamping synchronizes that schedule in such a way that it is
equivalent to a specific serial execution, namely, the exe
cution defined by the chronological order of the timestamps.
This is a fundamental distinction between timestamping and
locking techniques in general [DATE83] . The advantage of
timestamps is that no locks are set, and hence deadlock is
impossible. The disadvantage is that storage costs may be
increased since timestamps must be permanently stored with
each data item. Conservative timestamping is a technique
that does not require timestamps cn data items but involves
a lot of intersite communication.
CONELICT ANALYSIS
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Conflict analysis is based on an analysis cf how tran
sactions can conflict with each ether and how the conflicts
can be avcided. Under this technique, transactions are
divided into classes, according tc their read-sets and
write-sets, in. crder determine the level cf synchronization
required to avoid conflict and tc guarartee a serializable
schedule. Whenever transactions enter the system, their
class is analyzed to determine if they require synchroniza
tion or not. If they do not require synchronization, the
transactions are processed without the unnecessary delay due
to the synchronization. If they dc require synchronization,
a level of synchronization is determined avoiding the use cf
global locking in all cases. Bernstein et al [BEFNPOb] have
shown that their implementation of the conflict analysis
approach allows more concurrency than the classical loctrirg
protocol .
CIRCULATING PERMIT AND TICKETS
The basic scheme can be briefly described as fellows:
controllers (one per node are linked together to form a
virtual communication ring cn which a unique ccntrcl token
circulates. Each node is assumed to te the agent for a sin
gle user transaction. Transactions are distinguished as
queries and updates. Only the controller owning the token is
allowed to initiate an update transaction. When the update
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is completed, the token is passed tc the successor cn the
ring. The circulating token serializes the update requests.
The drawback of this simple approach, is that there is no
parallelism even when transactions modify separate objects.
In order to improve parallelism the database is parti
tioned into r independent parts, where access to each part
is monitored by a database controller- The circulating token
now carries r ticket values, one for each database parti
tion. A database controller can update its part if it owns
a ticket value.
'
(paraphrased from [K0HL81] )
RESERVATIONS
Under this technique, each active reservable database
entity has a reservation list associated with it. One proto
col requires a transaction tc preclaim and reserve the enti
ties it uses in exchange for the guarantee that it will not
be stopped once started. The second protocol allows a tran
saction tc dynamically request entities but does net guaran
tee that the transaction will be restarted in case cf con
flicts. These protocols use timestamps tc avoid
deadlocks."
(paraphrased from [K0E181]
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4.3. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF SOME ALGORITHMS
In this section, we describe some of the distributed
concurrency control algorithms proposed in recent years. The
description is not meant tc fully cover the peculiarities of
each algorithm, but tc shew their mei" features. We have
tried tc include algorithms from all the categories ir.tc
which they are classified. Five of these algorithms will be
evaluated in chapter 5.
4.3.1.
Thomas'
Majority Consensus Algorithm [TH0M791
Thomas'
algorithm assumes a fully redundant database,
with every logical data item stored at every node. Each log
ical data item has a value and a timestamp associated with
it. An item's timestamp represents the time when the item
received its current value. Since the database is fully
redundant, queries are performed in a straightforward way
using the local copy. An update transaction proceeds accord
ing tc the following steps: (1) Query Database. The transac
tion queries the database in order tc retrieve the items
required in its update computation (this set cf items is
called the read-set . (2 Compute Update. The transaction
computes the new values cf the items tc be updated (this set
of items is called the write-set). (3) Submit -equest. The
transaction submits an update request to its local DF^S.
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(4 Synchronize Update. Each, one cf the local DBvSs votes
(YES, NO, PASS, cr DEFEF) tc decide tc accept cr reject the
update request. (5 Apply Update. If the request is
accepted, each local DEMS applies the update tc its local
copy. (6 Notify. A DBMS notifies the node which generated
the transaction of hew the request was solved.
It is only required that a majority cf nodes OKAY the
request in order to approve it; however, a NO vote is enough
to reject the request.
4.3.2. Menasce, Pcpek and Muntz fMENA80a]
The algorithm proposed by Menasce et al uses locking in
order to synchronize concurrency. The algorithm has as its
core a centralized locking protocol with distributed
recovery procedures. A particular node is choser, to have the
centralized lock controller (LC). All lock and lock release
requests are routed to the LC . The LC is responsible among
other things for examining loci and lock release requests
coming from transactions,
and deciding whether or not they
should be granted. It is also encharged with detecting and
resolving deadlocks. The LC maintains
a table called the
LOCK table, which is a set of all the active locks in the
network. At the remaining nodes there is a local lock con
troller (LLC), which is responsible for maintaining a local
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copy of the relevant portion of the LOCK table. In ether
words, the LLC maintains a lock table of the locks in the
node it controls.
The operation cf the locking protocol under no crash-
conditions can be intuitively explained as fellows. The LC
receives lock and lock release requests and decides whether
or net the lock can be granted. If there are no conflicts,
the request is then sent to all relevant LLCs. An LLC is
relevant if its node stores data needed by the request in
question. The ILC stores the request in its pending list
and sends back an acknowledgement to the LC. After the LC
has received the acknowledgement from all the relevant
nodes, it sends a confirmation of the request to all the
relevant LLCs causing the request to be transferred from the
pending list tc the lock table.
The basic structure of the lock and release granting
algorithms is the SafeTalk protocol, which is an cptimized
variant cf the two-phase commit protocol described in
[GRAY78] .
4.3.3. Bernstein, Shaman and Rothnie's SDD-1 [BFRNrOb,
ROTH80]
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SDD-1 is the first general-purpose DDBMS er'er
developed. SDD-1 is implemented for DEC-10 and DEC-20 com
puters running the TENEX and TOPS-20 operating systems; its
communication, medium is the ARPA network. SDD-1 is built on
top of existing software to the extent possible? most
net-
ably it employs an existing DEMS, called Data Computer, tc
handle all database maragement issues. The synchronization
techniques used by SDD-1 are quite different frcm locking.
The first mechanism, called Conflict Graph Analysis, is a
technique for analyzing
"classes"
of transactions to detect
those transactions that require little or no synchronization
at all. The second mechanism consists of a set cf synchroni
zation protocols based on timestamps, which synchronize
those transactions that need it. The transaction classes are
defined by the database administrator when, the database
is
designed. Every physical data item in the database is
times-
tamped with the time cf the most recent transaction t>rat
updated it. Transactions also carry a timestamp which indi
cates the time when they originated.
The read-set of a transaction is the portion cf the
database it reads, and its write-set is the portion,
cf the
database it updates. Two transactions conflict if
their
read-sets or write-sets
intersect each other. The conflict
analysis is ^one when the database is designed end transec
tion classes are used instead of
transactions.
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In SDD-1 the execution cf a transaction is supervised
by a transaction manager (TM and proceeds in three phases
called read, execute, and write phase.
In the read phase, the transaction is analyzed and its
read-set determined. Then, the TM selects a class in which
the transaction fits, and by examining class conflicts it
can determine the amount of synchronization required by each
transaction. Since the database is generally partly redun
dant, the TM cheeses which copies of the read-set to read.
The reading of the read-set is done by sending RFAD requests
to those nodes at which the selected copies are stored.
During the execute phase the TM supervises the execu
tion cf the transaction. The output cf this phase is a list
of data items tc be written into the database (in the case
cf update transactions) or displayed to the user (in the
case cf queries). This output list is produced in a
workspace, not in the permanent database.
In. the write phase, the output cf the second phase is
broadcast to all relevant nodes as WRITE requests. If the
transaction was a query, the retrieved data is displayed tc
the user? otherwise, each relevant node updates its portion
of the write-set.
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4.3.4. Kanekc's logical Clock Method [KAKE79]
Kanekc et al. present an update synchronization method
which introduces logical clocks to provide database Tanage-
ment systems with timing for updating duplicated databases.
Each host has a logical clock which runs synchronously with
clocks residing in other hosts. The logic clocks run in
discrete
"ticks"
rather than continuously. Twc methods are
presented. The first one requires two
"ticks"
of tne clock
tc process an update command. This solution has sufficient-
flexibility to be modified according to requirements, and it
is capable of adopting a lock and unlock scheme, or a times
tamp scheme, for preserving internal consistency.
The second scheme requires two sets of messages; the
first one to verify conflicts and the second cne tc dc the
update. Even though, there are more messages, the exchanged
message volume is reduced. It requires four
'ticks'
of the
clock to process an. update command. Failures are easily
detected due to the rules established for synchronization cf
the clocks.
4-3.5. Bedal and Pcpek [BADA781
Badal and Popek present two distributed concurrency
control methods for partially redundant distributed database
systems. The response time is independent of fhe number cf
sites (nodes) in the network. The synchronization protocols
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are based cn associating timestamps with transactions rather
than with data items and assuming that all interfering
actions cf transactions at any given network site are exe
cuted in order of their timestamps.
The first protocol can be briefly outlined as fellows.
When a transaction arrives at a particular site, its
read-
set and write-set are determined. The initiating site deter
mines the nodes relevant to the transaction and sends a
setup message to each relevant node. The setup message con
tains the definition of the transaction, the list cf sites
involved, objects tc be accessed, and a timestamp. One of
the sites where a read will be dene is chosen to coordinate
the execution of the read and write actions. This site com
municates with all ether sites in the network tc avoid con
flicts among concurrent transactions.
The. second protocol is an optimization of the first
protocol. It minimizes the number of messages required ry
combining together two cf the messages used
on the first
protocol. The performance cf these protocols under acnormal
conditions is very similar, but under normal conditions, the
second protocol performs better than the first one.
4.3.6. Stonebraker 's Distributed INGRES rST0N79]
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Stonebraker proposes an algorithm based on what is
called the 'primary model for keeping copies. Each
item possesses a known
"primary"
node to which all updates
in the network for that item are first directed. Different
objects may have different primary nodes. Locking is handled
in a distributed fashion; however, deadlock detection, and
resolution is handled in. a centralized fashion.
When a transaction originates from a user process at
some node in the network, a master
'
or coordinating collec





INGRES processes at the relevant nodes
(nodes where processing will take place . The master can
send two commands tc slaves: (1) run a local interaction at
a subset cf the nodes, and (2) send a copy cf the data tc a
subset cf the nodes in the network. The slaves eventually
return a to the orders cf the master.
A local concurrency controller (LLC runs at each, r.o^e
and is encharged with handling lccks at local level. If a
global deadlock is detected, the node which detected it
sends a message to a special node called the "SNOOP". The
SNOOP then detects the deadlock by ordinary analysis of the
global WAIT-FCR graph.
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This concurrency control mechanism is used in the dis
tributed database version of INGRES. INGPES is a relational
DB^'S which operates as a collection cf user processes on top
of the UNIX operating system [STCN77] .
i-2.7. Gif ford's Weighted Voting Algorithm [GIFF79]
Gifford proposes an algorithm for maintaining repli
cated data, where every copy of a replicated file (files are
arrays cf bytes addressed by read and write operations) is
assigned some number of votes. Each transaction collects a
read quorum of
"r"
votes to read a file, and a write quorum
cf
"w~
votes to write a file, such that
"r+w"
is greater
than the total number cf votes associated with the file.
This ensures that there is at least ore copy which votes for
read and write. Each copy has a version number which is used
tc determine the currency of the ccpies. For example: the
network is formed by three nodes, each one keeping a copy of
file 'A . The file has been assigned the votes '2,1,1
'
in each node respectively, read votes
"r"
= 2, and write
votes "V = 3 (2 + 3 : 2 + 1 + 1 ) . If a read request comes
from node 1 (votes = 2 , it can be satisfied locally; how
ever, if a write request comes from any node, it must access
node 1 (votes = 2 and one of the remaining nodes (votes
ll to collect the three
vote^ required for a write.
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To read, a read quorum
"r"
must be gathered to ensure
that a current representative of the item being read is
included. From the quorum, any current representative can. be
actually read. To write, a write quorum
"w'
^ust be gath
ered: all of the representatives in the quorum rust be
current in order to avoid updating obsolete ~cpies. All cf
the writes tc the quorum are done in parallel.
The performance and reliability of t>-e system ^&n be




CA. Ellis proposes an algorithm which, in his words,
has all the desirable properties of an algorithm; such as
speed independence, deadlock freedom, high parallelism,
functionality, robustness, etc. Five solutions are
presented: a centralized one, a sequential one, a parallel
decentralized one, a queue-oriented one, and a ring struc
tured one, but they do not comply with all the desirable
properties. The database is assumed to be fully repli-ated.
In the centralized sclutior [ELLI77a] , a user wanting
to update the database contacts his local controller, *hich
in turn r oir.rrunicates with the central controller. If ro
other node is updating the database, then the central ccr.
-
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troller grants permission and the update is broadcast tc all
nodes. When the update is done at the originating node, the
ether nodes are allowed to update. Under this mechanism
there is no concurrency of transactions.
In the decentralized solution [ELLI77a] , a user wanting
to update the database, contacts its local controller, which
in turn broadcasts the request directly tc all other data
base nodes. It must then wait until it receives positive
acknowledgement from all other nodes. If any node responds
with a negative acknowledgement, then the request is
aborted. If all acknowledgements are positive, then the
update is done locally and the updated data is broadcast to
all ether database nodes. Finally, the nodes do the local
updating and acknowledge it.
The queue-oriented solution [ELLI77b] is presented as a
solution to some cf the problems cf the previous alterna
tives. It tries to avoid critical blocking by forming a
queue c-f all requests which, occur near the same time point.
This method offers a decrease in the arrcunt cf messages
transmitted when the network is heavily loaded with updates
because one locking allows a whele queue cf updates tc take
place.
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The ring structured solution. [ELLI77bJ requires that
the communication medium be a ring, so each node can only
communicate with its successor cr. the ring. Tc update any
copy of the database, a transaction must first lock the
entire database at all nodes. A request tc update propagates
around the ring structure and is accepted when it returns tc
its sender. The update is done in a similar manner- This
solution forces all transactions to execute serially. It is
deadlock free and does not reject requests.
4.3.9. J.C. Seguin et al [SBGU79]
Seguin et al present a majority consensus algorithm for
fully duplicated databases. A set of duplicated copies are
distributed among several hosts on a network. A monitor is
attached to each host owning a copy. The information is glo
bal to all the monitors and cannot be partitioned, so
independent subnetworks cannot operate simultaneously;
therefore, a majority consensus of monitors is searched
before each update. This synchronization step among the mon
itors prohibits simultaneous handling of several requests.
Each monitor possesses an actuality degree which is a times
tamp associated tc the copy
and characterizing the currency
level of this copy. This timestamp is used tc synchronize
updates .
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Each monitor is characterized by one cf the following
states. ADMINISTRATOR: privileged monitor owning the origi
nal copy. FELLOW: monitor connected to tve administrator,
and receiving the updates sent by the administrator. POSTU
LANT: monitor coming from the state of fellow, an" wanting
tc initiate an update.
Every copy associated with a monitor possesses one of
the following states. STABLF: there is no modification
being processed on the copy. UNSTABLE: an update is being
processed or the copy. A new update request cannot be ini
tiated .
When seme monitor (fellow receives a local request, it
asks the administrator the authorization for initiating an
update. After getting the authorization, it becomes postu
lant. The administrator accepts the demand and takes the
fellcw state. When all the monitors are informed that the
postulant wculd. become administrator, and after they have
sent back an acknowledgement to the postulant, this one
becomes administrator.
The new administrator sends all the fellow monitors the
new version of the copy and the new actuality degree. Its
copy becomes unstable
because a modification is being per
formed. When, a fellow monitor receives the new version, it
sets its copy to unstable
and adjusts its actuality degree.
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Then it acknowledges the receiving of the new "opy.
When the administrator has received a quorum cf ack
nowledgements, it sends all the monitors the order to pro
cess the update, it locally executes the update, and its
copy becomes stable again. Each fellow monitor receiving the
order to update its copy processes the same operation cn. its
copy.
4.3.10. G. Le Lann's Tickets Algorithm [LE-L78]
Le Lann prcposes a distributed approach based cn a cir
culating permit cr control token cn a virtual ring. Each
node of the network is assigned a controller. Controllers
are linked together cn a virtual ring and a unique specific
message, the control token, circulates cn the ring. Only the
controller owning this token is allowed to start a specific
activity. Upon completion, the token, is given tc the succes
sor cn the ring. The drawback of this approach is the com
plete serialization cf transactions which allows no paral
lelism.
Le Lann proposes some extensions of this simple
approach. The extensions improve the parallelism allowec. Ir
this case the database is assumed tc be
partitioned into r
independent parts. One or several token may circulate on the
ring, and each one carries r
ticket values, one per parti
t i o n .
F.Aoari cic chap.
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An update transaction must request and obtain the next
consecutive ticket for each partition it will access before
nrooeeding; Tickets can only be obtained froT a ccntrcl
token when it visits the node cn which, the transaction is
running. The circulating token no longer needs to wait for
the transaction tc complete before being passed to the suc
cessor cn the ring- since access is serialized by the con
secutive tickets. Every controller is assumed to tak^ care
of deadlocks possibly existing between its local processes.
4.3.11. Chuen-?u Chcu ard Ming T. Liu [CHCUfZaj
Chou and Liu propose an algorithm which uses distri
buted control, does net reject transactions, dees net use
global locking, prevents deadlocks, uses timestamps (not to
label database data), and the database is assumed tc be
fully redundant. A consideration of this
algorithm for the
partially
replicated database case is described in
[CHCU80bJ .
A query is processed
in a straightforward way. The pro
gress of an update




After the consistency enforcer
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saction. Then the transaction is broadcast to all the nodes
in the network. When a node receives the transection, it is
put in the Execution Waiting Queue (EWO).
Selecting phase : Transactions waiting in the FWC are
selected by the consistency enforcer and then dispatched tc
the local DEMSs for processing. Priorities and dummy tran
sactions are used to ensure mutual consistency and tc avoid
unnecessary waits.
Processing phase : After a transaction is sent tc a
local DBMS for processing, the concurrency control problem
is changed from a distributed environment to a centralized
environment. It is in this phase when transactions are pro
cessed concurrently at the local level.
4.3.12. Wing K. Cheng and Geneva G. Belfcrd [CHEN80]
Cheng and Eelford present a distributed algorithm for
update control whereby the update initiating node acts as a
semi-centralized manager for that update. Timestamps are
used to mark the transactions and are not stored with each
of the data items of the database. The database is assumed
to be fully replicated. Comments on how the algorithm can be
modified tc handle partially replicated databases are
uresented .
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Each site of the network maintains two types of queues
to hold uncommitted requests: the queue OTOCK for local
requests and a queue QFOR for requests originating at every
foreign site. Messages in each queue are ordered according
to their timestamps. The algorithm essentially consists cf
three phases.
During the first phase, the local lock tables are exam
ined tc determine if the request conflicts with the requests
already in the system. If the request conflicts, it is
rejected. Otherwise, the read-set is read and the new values
computed.
Second phase. The site originating the request sends a
message containing the write-set (including the new values)
to every site in the network. Then it
waits for a message
from each site to determine whether the update should be
committed or aborted. A COMMIT or ABORT message is then sent
tc every site.
In the third phase, every site receives either a COMMIT
or ABORT message from the originating node.
I* the message
is COMMIT, the update request
is committed by the local
DBMS, and an acknowledgement
is sent to the the originating
site. On the ether hand, if the message
is AEORT, the update
is aborted.
F.Aparicic
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i-4. CONCLUSIONS
It should be noted that the authors cf the described
algorithms have utilized different methodologies tc design
and explain their wcrk. Methcds such as evaluation nets
(they are a modified form of Petri nets [ELLI77h] , exten
sions of concurrent languages (MESA is a language developed
at the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center) [GIFF79] , and com
pletely narrative descriptions are some of the methods used
for explaining the algorithms, and as such, are far from
being adequate tools. This has made it difficult to
thoroughly understand the algorithms and implement them.
Analyzing the different features of the algorithms,
their clarity, the amount cf information available, their
speciality in concurrency control,
and the different tech
niques used, we have chcsen the following algorithms for the
evaluation :
R. Thomas [TE0M79]
Chuen-Pc Chcu and Ming T. Liu [CHOU80a]
D.A. Menasce, R. Muntz, and G. Popek [MENA80a]
C Ellis [FLLI79b]
M. Stonebraker [ST0N79]
,-, c^a^i 4 Ccr,currc'r|C'<rirEDEMS
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CHAPTER 5
CHSLITATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION CF THE ALGORITHMS
~4- ILIBCDUCTIQN
The algcrithms previously described utilize various
synchr cnizaticn techniques in crier to maintain the con
sistency cf the database. Moreover, every algorithm is built
upon different assumptions about the underlying DDBMS , such
as network topology, frequency cf every type of transaction,
data replication, reliability of computer hardware, etc.
The use of different techniques and the different
assumptions made, make it difficult to compare a^d analyze
all the algorithms on the same base.
Currently, the power
an."*
goodness of new mechanisms are
demonstrated by shoeing solutions to a
number'
cf standard
synchronization problems. Therefore, it is clear that seme
well-defined methodology for evaluating synchronization
mechanisms is needed.
This chapter includes a summary cf seme previous work
related with synchronization mechanisms evaluation, and sets
forth some criteria to be used to compare these mechanisms.
The qualitative and quantitative criteria are the base for
the elaboration of a comparison and classification scheme.
5.2. SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS WORK
P. Wilms [WIIM60] has established some criteria whi-h
should be fulfilled by concurrency control algorithms
depending on the kind of application under consideration.
These criteria are commented and the principal characteris
tics cf some algorithms are summarized.
Wilms'
study also
includes some parameters and distribution laws which could
be taken into account for the quantitative comparison of
these algorithms.
W.K. Lin [LIN-81] evaluated two concurrency ccntrcl
mechanisms in terms of protocol synchronization delays and
average transaction response time by using simulation. The
mechanisms evaluated are SDD-1 [EFRN80b] and Dynamic Times
tamp Methcd (Tin's own mechanism).
Garcia-Molina [GARC78] analyses and compares the per
formance of two algorithms in the case of completely dupli
cated databases in a no failure, update only environment.
One cf the algorithms is a
centralize^ locking algcrith.T
while the ether is distributed voting algcrithm. The algo
rithms are studied through
detailed simulations, "he results
obtained were also approximated by an analytic techrique
F. Aparicio Crap. Concurrency in DDIMi
based on a queueing model. The parameters studied in these
simulations include mean interarrival time of updates,
number of items in the database, number of nodes in the net
work, network transmission, time, CPU time and IO time. The
results of these simulations show that the centralized lock
ing algorithm performs better than the distributed vctirg
algorithm except in cases of extreme IC utilization.
Kanekc et al. [KANE79] use an event driven simulator
called DDACS which was developed fcr evaluating distributed
database ccntrcl methods. A performance comparison is made
between a logic clock synchronization method (one proposed
by Kaneko et al. and other methods. A centralized control
method and a majority consensus method are compared tc the
logical clock method. The results of this siTulation are
similar to these of Garcia-vdina's even though kaneko et
al. concluded that their method performs better than the
centralized method. An important observation presented in
Kaneko et al. is the influence that the network topology has
on the performance of the algorithms.
The use of simulation mcdels presents some problems.
Since all the characteristics of the algorithms are net
included in the analytic models used for the simulation, the
results cannot be safely used tc determine which mechanism
is better. However, they produce insights useful tc the
designer of distributed databases. It should be noted tvat
F.Aparicio Ihap Concurrency in DDF MS
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these simulation studies are specific and do not outline a
methodology for evaluation.
Based on the previous work, this chapter uses some
evaluation methods similar tc those utilized in [WILM80] -
In this chapter, we will try to evaluate some parame
ters which do not depend on a specific type cf application,
but rather depend on the algorithm itself. These parameters
include the number cf messages required for an update and
the number of messages required to recover a crashed node or
join a network partition.
This chapter also includes an evaluation of those
parameters which are dependent on a specific application.
This evaluation is done in a standard way for all the algo
rithms and includes the most significant parameters.
5.3. OUAIITATIVE EVALUATION
With the definitions and characteristics proposed in
chapter 4 used as headings, we have made a comparative chart
of the algorithms chosen in chapter 4. The information con
tained in the chart is either taken or inferred from the
following references: [PERNF0b], [SECUrPa] ,
[ELII79bj , [MFNA8Pa] . [RCTE80] , [ST0N79] . [TH0^79] . [*IIMP~] .
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means that there is net enough
information tc
determine to determine the existence
of
properties
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or characteristics.
means that the author has
propose-*
?r









A reliable broadcast ensures that the tctality cr ncne
of the connected sites receive the message. In ether algo
rithms, the acknowledgement cf the tctality cf sites is
necessary in crder tc be sure that the broadcast has been
correctly performed.
While Menasce's algcritbm allows all the network parti
tions to keep working, Chou's and S tcnebraker 's algorithms
only allow only one partition tc keep working. The
implemer-
tor is responsible for selecting the partition, which will be
allowed tc remain working.
It is difficult, and perhaps a waste of time, tc give
an ac-urate evaluation cf these algorithms without taking
into account the precise environment where the algorithm
will work. Indeed, the interest cf an. algorithm depends c
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[VII.WC7J.
(1) the kind cf transactions to be processed, and
their distribution, (2) the arrival rate of the transac
tions, which influences the frequency cf conflicts, (?)
response time required, (4 replication cf the data in the




This evaluation only ccnsiders the behavior of the
algorithms in the case of fully replicated databases.
5-4.1. PARAMETERS
In order tc evaluate each algorithm in the quantitative
aspect, it is necessary tc define
air'
list some typi-al
parameters which influence the performance cf the algo
rithms.
a) UPDATE TRANSACTIONS.
The mean interarrival time of update transactions et each
node is ARU. It is assumed that the arrivals cf update
transactions fellow a Poisson distribution. Therefore,
the average update transactions arrival rate is LU = 1 /
AFU : it represents the number of update transactions
that arrive per second. Ihe average update transactions
F. A pa r iri c ChaD Concurrency in DDFMS
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arrival rate incluies local transactions and those ccmin*
from ether nodes.
This arrival rate is :




It is assumed that read-only transactions only affect the
site where they are initiated. The mean interarrival time
at each node is ARR. This distribution is alsc assumed tc
be Pcisson with a mean value ARR.
The arrival rate is:
ARB = APR,




where LOC is the node where the transaction is initiated
c) IATAEASE.
DA Distribution of the accesses to the database
items. This access distributicn is highly corre
lated with the application. It refers to the mean.
number cf items referenced by a transaction.
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Pc : Probability of conflict between twc concurrent
transactions. If we assuire that every item cf
the database is lcckable, and DAI and DA 2 are the
number cf items referenced by two transactions
respectively, then [WILM80]
Pc = 1 if DAI 4 DA2 > M
Pc - 1 - Probability-no-conflict
(V - DAI \
V DA2 )
Prcb-no-conflict = ( see MEYE65
( M )
\ DA2 /
Fc = 1 - (M-DA1 ! * (M-DA2 !
M! * (M-DA1-DA2 !
if DAI + DA2 <= M
d ) NETWORK
N : This number represents the number of nodes in the
network. These nodes are divided into two
categories: the nodes which are active (MA , and
the nodes which are down (ND).
N = NA + ND
TA : Average time that a v.cde is active 'vpx.
F-Aparicio Chap, i Concurrency in DDBMS
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TC : Average time that a cede is crashed 'down .
?f : Probability of a node being crashed.
Pf = TC / ( TA + TC
Pa : Probability of a node being active.
Pa = 1 - Pf
P'NA) : Assuming that node failures are independent of
each other, the probability of having NA. cedes
active is the probability that NA e-ents happen,
given that there are N repetitions (Binomial dis
tribution [DRAK67,vEfE65] .




NA (N - NA)
Pf
TT
Failures in the network links should be included,
but it is difficult tc calculate how many nodes
become isolated because this depends cn the net-
work topology.
Average network transmission time. We could
assume that the time it takes for any message to
go from any node tc any ether node is constant,
but it is only acceptable if the load is light or
uniformly distributed. We can calculate this
F.Aparicic Ch.au. f Concurrency in DDFM;
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value as the average transmission time between.








where TT- = average transmission time from node
i to node \.
e) PROCESSING and IC TIME.
CIT : Time it taies tc compute a new value for a given
item. If x is the number of items referenced by a
transaction, the total computation, time is x *
CIT.
TS : Time it takes to do a small computation such as
comparing two values, set or release a lock, etc.
ICT : Time it takes to read or write a value from or to
an 10 device.
5.4.2. MEASUREMENTS
The measurements that we try tc find in. this section
depend cn the parameters previously listed, and are aimed at
evaluating the efficiercy of each algorithm during normal
F . A va r icic Char. 5 oncurrency in DDFMS
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operation and when recovering a crashed node.
1 . NUvE^fi CF MFSSAGES.
This section refers to the number cf messages required
for an update to take place when ne conflict occurs
(NMSU), the number cf extra-messages resulting from a
conflict ( NMC , and the number of messages generated
during a recovery prccess ( NMR ).
The general equation of the avenage number of messages
required by an update transaction is [WIIM8P] :
NMU
=-
NMSU + Pec * NMC * NR
where Pec is the probability cf conflict :
Pec - Pc * Ps
Pc = probability cf conflict in case of
concurrent transactions
Fs = probability of concurrency
NR = number of repeated rejections on the
same, transaction
2. LOAD OF A NODE.
The load of a node depends on the distribution of the
transactions among the different nodes and the technique
used for concurrency control. If the technique used is a
centralized one, the lead of the central node is higher
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than the load cf the other nodes; therefore, a bottleneck
can result at the central node.
3. PROPORTION CF UPDATE TRANSACTIONS ( PU ) .
It is the ratio between the average of update
transac
tions and the average cf transactions (update
+ read
only .
PU - LU / ( LU + LR )
4. UPDATE RESPONSE TIME ( UTresp ).
The response time
of
a transaction is the difference
between the finishing time and the time when the transac
tion arrived at the initiating node. A transaction is
finished when the user is notified that its transaction
wes processed.




= IT + Tfic
* Pec - z * TT + y
* ( CIT + ICT
+ x
* ( TS + ICT )
where : IT is the initialization time,
TRc is t^e average time for
conflict resolution.
y is the
number cf items implicated in the updat
transaction .
z is the number of ncn simultaneous
messages
A pari cic
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required for the update transaction, and
x is the number of elementary operations.




= IT + TFc * Pec + y
* ( CIT + ICT )
+ x * ( ST + ICT )
Recall that we are considering the fully replicated case,
therefore no messages are required.
MEAN TERCUGHPUT AT A NODE ( WT ),
It is the average of transactions performed per time unit
at a node.
MT = _L




This formula is applicable if read-only transactions are
serialized during the processing of update transactions.
6. FAIIURES.
If the criteria for performance are the number cf mes
sages and the update response time, seme of the described
algorithms dc not have a high performance
in a completely
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reliable environment. This is often due tc the fact
that, for robustness, these algorithms require
extra-
messaees and additional storage ever, in the absence cf
failure. The impact cf failure on the performance of the
algorithms can be evaluated in the following terms.
a Number cf messages required by a recovery procedure
(NMR) .
b Size cf extra-information required for increasing
robustness, i.e. management of journals, pending
updates tables, up-ncdes tables, etc.
c) Recovery time delay. It is the time lapse
between the
node being repaired and the point when it is fully
integrated into the system.
6.4.3. EVALUATION
5.4.3.1. Number cf Messages
Number of messages
= NMSU + Pec * NMC * NR
NF depends cn the probability of conflict
and cr. the rule cf
priority assignation for
rejected transactions.
The measurements of NfSU and NMC
of the studied algorithms
are :
F.Auaricic
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a) ELLIS.
NMSU = NA ( the request propagates around the ring )
4 MA ( the update propagates around the ring
= 2 * NA.
NMC = 0 ( when conflict occurs the transaction waits
b) THOMAS ( Communication discipline is Daisy Chaining ).
NMSU = f N / 2 1 ( tc achieve a consensus , best case
^- ( N - 1 ) ( nodes acknowledge the acceptance )
+1 (to notify the user





( to achieve a consensus , worst case
1 ) ( nodes acknowledge the acceptance )
( tc notify the user )
In this case [ x ] means the smallest integer >
= x.
NMC = ( the first node rejects , best case





( the last node rejects , worst case
1 ) (to acknowledge the rejection )
( tc notify the user )
F . Aparicio
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These calculation are done assuming that all nodes are
active. In case some nodes are down, M is NA (active
nodes .







= 2 + 4 * NR
( send lock request to the central
lcck controller )
( phase 1 of lock request
( phase 2 of lcck request )
( phase 1 of lock release )
( phase 2 of lc~k release )
( tc notify the user )
NR is the number of nodes relevant to the update transac
tion. In the case we are considering, the fully redundant
database, NR
= NA - 1. All nodes are relevant.
NMC
=
( the central lock controller






master sends update request tc
all relevant nodes
( relevant nodes answer 'I'm







( master sends 'commit to all
relevant nodes








to the SNOOP )
* N?
In the case of fully redundant databases, NR = NA
- 1.
NMC ( the slave sends a
'reset'
tc the
master or to the SNOOP
e) CHOC AND LIU
NMSU depends on the types of protocols used
(i) Multi-destination protocol.
NSMU =1 ( tc broadcast the request to
other sites
m ( NA - 1 ) ( fvery site sends an ACK ^
- 1
= NA + 1






( to send the request message
tc other sites. ACK to the serder
can be piggybacked on the next
request message
( tc notify the user 5
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5-4.3.2. load cf a Node
Knowing the number of messages received and handled at
each node (generated by an update transaction , we can cal
culate the ratio of load distribution between the node that
handles the highest number cf messages (Hm , and the node
that handles the lowest number of messages (Lm). This ratio
(CL = Lm / Hm) indicates the degree cf control distribution
with respect to messages of an algorithm. The more distri
buted the load (CL near 1), the lower the risk of bottleneck






CL = 2 / 2 =
( the node receives the request message
from its predecessor and forwards it
tc its successor )
( the node receives the update message
from its predecessor and forwards it
tc its successor )
b) THOMAS ( Communication discipline
is Daisy Chaining )
Hm =
+ 1
( the node receives the update request
and forwards the request and the votes
along to another
node
( the node is notified how the request
was solved and forwards the
notification tc another node )
Lm the node
is notified hew the request
was solved end forwards the
notification to anctver node. TM s
node did net vote )
F.A caric ic
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( NA - 1 ) ( this node is the central
lock controller
( four messages generated by the
twc-phase lcck protocol
+ 4*(NA -l ) (NA - 1)
d STCNEE RAKER.
Hm = 2 + 4 * ( NA - 1 ) ( this is the initiating




( four messages generated by the
two-phase lock protocol
2 + 4*(NA - 1)
1
(NA - 1)
e CECU AND LIU.
(i) Multi-destination protocol.
Hm = 1 ( to broadcast the request message
to ether sites )
Lm = 1 ( tc send an ACK )
CL = 1 / 1 = 1
(ii) Point-to -point protocol.
Hm - NA - 1 (to send the request message to
ether sites
Lm = 1 ( to send an ACK )
CL = 1 ' ( NA
- 1 )
According tc these values,
Ellis'
and Chou and Liu's
F.Apai icio Char. 5 Concurrency in
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algorithms are the most distributed with respect tc the han
dling cf messages. It is also possible to calculate an.
approximation cf the number of messages handled by each
node, if we use the average update transaction arrival rate
( LU ) .
ssages LU Hm ( worst case )
Messages = IU * Lm ( best case )
5.4.3.3. Update Response Time
Of all the values which comprise the response time (
TRc, Pcc,x ,z ,ICT ,y,CIT,TT T the total transmission time (z
r TT) is the most dependent on the algorithm.
a ELLIS
b) THOMAS
c) MENASCE et al
d) STONEBRAKER
e CHOU AND LIU
NA * TT
( NA / 2




* TT ( best case )
* TT ( worst case
Note. & : In Feu and Liu's algorithm it is difficult to cal
culate the exact time because it also depends on ether nodes
and d^mmy transactions.
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5.4.3.4. Recovery from Failures
In this section we shew seme aspects of the recovery
process assuming the following:
1) crash of a single node-












( the node sends a BISTORT REC
message to a host )
( the host sends the history array )
( the node indicates that the update
is 'dene )
( the host communicates that the node
is up again )
( the host sends recent updates and
"done"
to the recovering node )
- If another ncde is detected crashed, no
extra-messages
are generated.
- Interrupt for recovery-
After a ncde is repaired, it
contacts any operative
node to obtain the history
of updates which were
missed. The contacted node
which is called the hest
node, may continue performing
updates while the other
one is recovering.
F.Aparicio
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Nodes blocked = 0
Interrupt time = 0
- Tc detect a crash.
When a crash is detected, the detecting node updates
its up-rodes list and communicates the failure to the
ether nodes.
Nodes concerned = NA
Interrupt time = TS
b) THOMAS.
- NMR = ( NA - 1 ) ( the node sends a
"I'm message
to all nodes )
+ ( NA
- 1 ) ( every node sends an ACK )
+ ( NA
- 1 ( the ncde asks for the
updates it has missed )
+ ( na
- 1 ) ( every node sends updates )
= 4 * ( NA
-
1
- Interrupt for recovery.
When a node is notified that another is trying to
recover, it must
acknowledge this, and in. addition,
temporarily stop forwarding unresolved request cn which
the recovering ncde has voted, to cth^-r
redes.
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Nodes concerned NA
Interruut time * ( Tt TS
- Tc detect a crash.
The algorithm ^ces not require the database system to
detect component malfunctions or outages.
c MFNASCI. POPEK AND MUNTZ.
There are two cases : (i) if the Lock Controller (LC)
crashes or becomes unavailable, a recovery mechanism
takes place to choose a new Lock Controller, and (ii) a
single node recovers from a crash.






= 5 + NR?
( the node sends a 'Who is the LC
message
( some node answers )
( the recovering node sends a
"Hi
There"
message tc the LC )
( the LC sends the lcck table and
up list to the node )





message to the node
for every lcck or release lock
request pending )
(ii) Lcck Controller.
Whenever a ncde detects a failed LC , it nominates
another node tc the position of LC .
E.Aparicic













= 2 + 4 * ( NA
( the nominator sends an "Accept
message to the
nominee
( the nominee checks that the eld
LC is still down )
( the nominee notifies every ether
site that it is the new LC
( the new LC sends an 'Update
Table"
message to every ncde )
( every node sends a "Ready tc
Update
'
message to the new ic







During the time that the nominee is not able to handle
all the functions as the new LC , the total systeT is
blocked. Ncdes resume wcrk when they receive the mes
sage "Resume Normal Activity".
i) STONEBRAKER.
NMB = ( NA -1
+ ( NA. - 1 )
+ ( NA - 1 )
*- ( NA
- 1 )
+ ( -MA - 1 )
= 5 * ( NA
-
1
( send a reconfigure message
to all sites )
( send an I'm message to
all sites
( send up-list tc all sites )






- If another node is detected crashed, a reconfigure
message is sent to all sites on the up list.
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- Interrupt for recovery-
When a site receives the
"reconfigure"
message, it does
not accept mere transactions until after it gets the
message, therefore the time it remains blocked
is:
TT = ( 1 - 1 4 i + i -r i ) * TT = 5 * TT + K
where K is the time to process the messages.
Nodes concerned = NA
- 1
e) CHCU AND LIU .
NVH = 1 or ( NA -1 ( the node broadcasts an
"i-am-up"
message to all other sites. The
number of messages depends cn
the communication protocol used
^ 1 ( the node asks some other node for its
recovery array and the up list )
-,- i ( the node receives the recovery array and
the uv list )
= 3 or ( NA + 1
- Interrupt for recovery.
Any active site which receives the
"I-am-up"
message
uDdetes its up-list, so the
interrupt is minimal.
Nodes concerned
= 1 ( the one sending the recovery
array
an-' the up list )
- To detect a crash.
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The site detecting the crash creates the recovery
array, puts the transaction into it, broadcasts the
identification of the crashed site and deletes it from
the up-list. Every site will do the same upon being
notified of the crash.
F.A.paricio
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t K CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a framework for the evaluation of
distributed database concurrency control algorithms. This
framework includes the most significant parameters which
influence the performance of the algorithms. The main per
formance metrics fci concurrency control algorithms are sys
tem throughput and transaction response time. Some cf the
factors that influence these metrics are: intersite communi
cation, load of a node, rejection of transaction and latter
restarts, blocking of transactions during normal processing,
and interruptions due to recovery procedures. The impact of
each of these factors on system throughput and response time
varies from algorithm to algorithm, system tc system, and
application to application. This impact is not understood in
detail [FERNFlJ , and an accurate quantitative analysis cf
performance is difficult to do due to the fact that only
very few cf these
algorithms have been implemented cr simu
lated and statistics are not available yet.
F.Apericie




The roticn of programming has been evolving in order to
adapt to and solve the new problems emerging as a result of
advances in computer technology. Initially, sequential pro
gramming was developed in order tc solve problems in the
environment cf a single processor and memory- In search of
more efficient uses, multiprocessors sharing memory followed
by concurrent programming were developed. Real time was
developed tc solve the problem cf controlling real-time
events. Advances in hardware technology have led to greatly
decreased costs for processors and memory. A possible conse
quence of the decreased cost is a new way of organizing
software, whereby parts of a
program reside at and are exe
cuted at different computers connected by a network. We will
refer to such a program as a distributed program [LISK79] .
Recent advances in computer technology, such as computer
networks, mini/micro
computers and VLSI, have made distri
buted systems more important end popular [IICM81] . There has
been some research done on distributed software, such as
distributed operating systems and
distributed database sys




ever, we need some new language concepts that can provide
language constructs tc handle inherent features in distri
buted environments. The language features of interest in
distributed programming are concurrency, communication, syn
chronization, time dependency, fault tolerance, and recovery
[LICM81,LISK79] .
The algorithms for concurrency control in distributed
databases described in previous chapters were developed for
environments, which present the following characteristics:
remote communication, distributed synchronization, problems
with node naming, reliability, and time handling. The lack
of an adequate tool for explaining these algorithms, has led
to difficulty in understanding and implementation them.
-.ecent research have been oriented towards the develop
ment of distributed language/systems and computer networks.
Some of these language/systems are DISLANG [LICM81] , PLITS
[FEID79] , and Distributed Processes [EANS78] .
6.2. CODING OF THREE ALGORITHMS
In this section we will code three cf the previously
described algorithms. Due tc the lack of a well-known dis
tributed language and the lac* cf necessary details about
the algorithms, pseudc-ccde
-.*ill be used to cede the algo
rithms. Once the algorithms are explained using the same
methodology, they can be
compared more easily. The
F.Aparicic Ihau. 6 Concurrency in DL I M S
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algorithms will be compared and. conclusions drawn about the
complexity cf the algorithms and amount of code required.
One of the algorithms is a centralized locking one (venasce
et al.), another is a distributed voting one (Thomas), and
the third is a distributed one (Ellis . These algorithms are
selected because they are familiar and exhibit distinctive
cnarac teristi cs .
6.2.1. Thomas [TE0M79]
This algorithm works for fully replicated databases,
and for this reason read-only transactions are straightfor
ward. To query the database, an application program (AP)
sends a query request tc a database managing process (DBMP).
The DEM? acts upon the request by querying its copy cf the
database and returning the results tc the requesting AP .
In general, an AP initiates an update by first perform
ing a computation to generate new values for certain data
base elements using database values obtained by one or mere
queries, and then submitting an update request to a DBMP
which cooperates with the ether DBMPs to perform the update.
The skeleton of the update procedure looks like:
ro ce dure :
QUERY-DATABASE ;
/* The AP queries the database to
obtain the values to use ir its




/* The AP computes new values for the
data elements to be updated */
SUBMIT-REQUEST J
/* The AP submits an update request
tc a DB*P */
SYNCHEONIZE-UPDATE ;
/* The set of DBMPs cooperates tc
decide to accept or reject the
request */
APPLY-UPDATE ;
/* If the request is accepted, each
DFMF applies the update to its
copy cf the database */
NOTIFY-AP J
/* A DBMP informs the AP how the
request was resolved * f
End.
In this section we are concerned with the SYNCHRONIZE-
UPDATI step. Update requests made by APs must be communi
cated among the DBMPs for voting, and DBMF votes must also
be communicated tc be tallied. This algorithm allows two
communication disciplines: Broadcast and Daisy Chain. We
will use Daisy Chaining which results in resolution with the
minimum number of messages at the expense of relatively long
delays .
Process S^NCHROM ZE-UPDATF :
/* This process is activated when an update
reauest is received by a DBMP */
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B eg i n
READ-COPY 5
/* The DBMP reads its copy of the items
tc update */
VOTE ;
/* The DBMP votes on the request #/
CHECK -RES GLUT I ON ;
/* After vcting, the DEM? checks whether
its vote resolveo the request */
End
Process VOTE :
/* This process is used by a DBMP to determine
how tc vote cn an update request*/
E eg i n
COMFAFE-TIMESTAMFS ;
/* Compare timestamps of the request
variables with the timestamps in the
local database copy */
if any variable is obsolete
then vote REJECT
else if all variables are current and the
request does not conflict with
pending requests
vote OK







all variables are current but
the request conflicts with a
pending request
vote PASS
defer vcting and remember the
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/* After vcting, a DBMP uses this procedure to
check whether its vote resolved the request */
Begin
if the vcte was CK and a majority
consensus exits
then accept the request
notify all DBMPs that the request
was accepted
notify the AP that the request was
accepted
else
if the vcte was REJECT
thea reject the request
notify all DBMPs that the request
was rejected




if the vote was PASS and a majority
consensus is no longer possible
then reject the request
notify all DBMPs that the request
was rejected
notify the AP that the request
was rejected
else forward the request end the votes
accumulated so far tc a DBMP that
has not voted on it
End .
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Process RESOLUTION :
/* This process is activated when a DBMP is
notified of the resolution of a request */
Begin.
if the request was accepted
then apply the request tc the local copy
reject conflicting requests that were
deferred because of this request
else if tve request was rejected
then vote again to reconsider
conflicting requests that were





This algorithm works for fully replicated databases.
Each node which has a database copy, also has a database
controller process which communicates with other database
controller processes, and which is the only process updating
the database copy at that node.
The controller process may be in three different
states. In the passive state the controller is idle and
remains waiting for internal requests
sent by local users,
who want tc perform updates. When an internal request is
received, the ccntrcller progresses to
an active state in
which checks for conflicts. If no consistency conflicts
arise, the controller
proceeds tc ar updating state wherein
it coordinates the updating cf all
ccpies.
F.Sparicic Chap, c Concurrency
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Possible incoming messages to a controller are INT
REQ, which denotes internal requests sent by local users,
who want to perform updates; EXT REQ,which denotes exter
nal requests transmitted by database controller processes
at other nodes; and UPD, which denotes update data or
functions from controllers at other nodes.
The skleton the algorithm looks like:
Process CONTROLLER:
/* Each node has a copy of this process #/
PASSIVE : Wait ( message );
/* remain in passive state until
a message arrives */
case message of
EXT REQ:
/* an external request arrives */
begin
send ACK+ to node which sent the EXT REQ;
return to passive state;
end;
UPD :
/* an update copy request arrives */
begin
do update in local copy;
send ACKd^node which sent the UPD;
return to PASSIVE state;
end;
INT REQ : ,
/* an internal request arrives */
begin
broadcast an EXT REQ to
all controllers ;




ACTIVE: Wait ( message );
/* remain in active state until the
request is accepted or rejected #./
case message of
ACK- :
/* an external request has been
rejected by a controller */
begin
if ACK- is to an old request
then return to ACTIVE state
else send REJECT to user
go to PASSIVE state ;
end;
UPD :
/* an update copy request arrives */
begin
do update in local copy;
send ACKd to node which sent the UPD;
return to ACTIVE state;
end;
EXT REQ :
/*. another request arrives, so
check priorities */
begin
if local request has higher priority
then send ACK- /* reject the
new request*/
return to ACTIVE state;
if local request has lower priority
then send REJECT to user
/* preempt the old request */
send ACK+ /* acknowledge the
new request */
go to PASSIVE state;
if priorities are equal /* there is no
chance of
conflict */
then send ACK+ /* acknowoledge the new
request */




/* an external request has been
acknowlwdged */
begin
if ACK+ is to an old request
then return to ACTIVE state;
has "the controller received an ACK+
from every other controller ?
NO : return to ACTIVE state;
YES: do update in local copy
broadcast an UPD to all
controllers
go to UPDATING state;
end;
end;
UPDATING : Wait ( message ) ;
/* remain in updating state until all
the controllers have updated their
copies. If an EXT REQ arrives, it
will wait and remain pending until




/% a controller has update its copy
and sent an ACKd */
begin
has the controller received an
ACKd from every other controller
NO : return to UPDATING state;
YES: send DONE to user
go to PASSIVE state;
end;
UPD : .
/* an update copy request arrives */
begin
do update in local copy
send ACKd ;




6.2.3. Menasce et al. fMENA80a)
This algorithms is a locking protocol used to coor
dinate access to a partially distributed database while
maintaining its consistency. Each node on the network
has: a central lock controller process ( CLC ), a local
lock controller process ( LLC ), and an interface
process. The interface process receives the lock and
release request from the application programs ( AP )
and sends them to the central lock controller. The cen
tral lock controller. The central lock controller is
responsible for examining lock and lock release requests
from the APs, and deciding whether they should be granted
or not. The local lock controller is responsible for
keeping a list of all locks in the node, and for checking
possible conflicts. The interaction between these pro




The skeleton of the update procedure looks lik<
Process INTERFACE :
begin
loop /* loop forever */
wait ( event ) ;
/* remain waiting for messages coming
from the AP or CXC or timeouts +/
case event of
message from AP :
begin
send request to CLC;
start timer for request;
end;
message from CLC :
begin
reset timer for request ;




send request to CLC ;





/* This process is activated when a lock request
sent by the interface comes in to the CLC */
begin
assign a sequence number to request ;
CHECK-CONFLICTS :
/* look at lock table in order to
determine possible conflicts */
RELEVANT - NODES :








wait for ACKs from all relevant nodes */
CONFIRM-REQUEST J
/* a confirmation for the request is
sent tc all relevant nodes */
UPDATE-TABLES J
/* lcck tables are updated */
end
Process BROADCAST '.
/* This process is used to send a message
to the relevant nodes */
begin
for every relevant node do
send a lock request ;
end .
Process WAIT-ACK ;
/* This process is activated every time an ACK
from a relevant node is received */
begin
if all relevant nodes have acknowledged
then if any of the ACKs was negative
then send REJECT to interface
stop ;
end .
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Process LOCAL-CONTROLLER ;
A This process is used for checking possible
lock conflicts in each node */
begin
loop
wait ( message );
/* keep waiting for lock requests and
confirmation messages sent by the CLC */
If message is a lock request
then check local table;
if there is conflict
then send a negative ACK to CLC
else send a positive ACK to CLC
put lock request in pending list ;
If message is a confirmation
then delete lock request from pending list;




Looking at the amount of code that will be necessa
ry to completely code the algorithms, we can conclude
that the distributed control algoritms require 1 .5 or
2.0 times more code than the centralized control algo
rithm. This result agrees wjLth Garcia-Molina's result
( GARC78 ) which compared the simulators used for both
types of algorithms.
Since we have used pseudo-code and just touched
upon the problem of message sending and retransmissions,
the complexity of the algorithms has been diminished.
Despite the use of pseudo-code, we can see that distri
buted zot\irol
1?6
algorithms are more complex than the centralized ccntrcl
algorithm .
From the previous conclusions, it seems that the dis
tributed control algorithms will probably be harder tc
implement and more prone to software errors. Cf course, this
dees not mean that the centralized control algorithms should
always be chosen over the distributed one. There are many
other factors that must be considered before choosing an
algorithm such as performance, resiliency, and generality.
F .Aparicio
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CONCLUSIONS
Choosing a concurrency control mechanism for a distri
buted database is not an easy task. A lot of then have been
designed in the past few years, but there are still many
unresolved questions about their correctness ar.d perfor
mance. Although these mechanisms always solve the same main
problem, they use different techniques and offer different
services tc the user.
In order to choose and implement a concurrency control
mechanism in a particular distributed database, we should
have detailed knowledge of the particular database, type cf
transactions and their frequency, expected performance ,
etc. The available mechanisms can then be compared and one
chosen. In order to compare and evaluate the mechanisms, we
have proposed criteria which should be fulfilled by the
mechanism in general, and some criteria which should be ful
filled depending on the particular application under con
sideration. We described, evaluated, and code some of the
mechanisms .
Further work on distributed concurrency should concen
trate cn the performance of algorithms. Some ways of achiev
ing this are: a practical
simulation of the mechanisms, a
1/7
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detailed computation of the results, and a quantitative
evaluation based on the simulation results.
Finally, we hope that we have fulfilled the objectives
cf this study, and hope that with the help of future work, a
database designer will have the tools tc choose the best
solutions in terms of user requirements.
F.Aparicic :ap.
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